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Cycle London to Lille & take on the infamous cobbles of
the Paris-Roubaix then watch the pros!

01244 676 454
enquiries@globaladventurechallenges.com
www.globaladventurechallenges.com
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Your cycle challenge...
This unique challenge is the most exciting cycling opportunity yet! A fantastic
155 mile ride, over two days to the beautiful town of Lille in Northern France,
very close to the town of Roubaix, most famous for its epic pro cycle race, the
Paris-Roubaix.
After your two day cycle to Lille, you can choose to take part in the
’Paris-Roubaix Challenge’ riding the same route as the Paris-Roubaix elite
cyclists… then watch the race itself!

Your itinerary...
Day 1
Croydon to Calais
Our challenge begins in
Croydon after an early morning
event registration and it’s not
too long before we are cycling
through beautiful Kent
countryside on roads that
undulate and weave through
the county. It’s a long cycling
day today but upon reaching
the port of Dover and seeing
the famous white cliffs, there’ll
be a great sense of
achievement. We have dinner
on board the ferry to Calais and
then it’s just a very short ride to
our hotel.
Cycling distance –
approximately 85 miles

Day 2
Calais to Lille
Following breakfast at our hotel
we leave Calais behind us,
remembering to stay on the
right! We begin cycling on
smooth, flat roads, until the
route then becomes more
undulating as we cycle through
the French countryside. We
arrive in the beautiful
mediaeval town of Lille, one of
northern France’s hidden gems,
where we check into our hotel.

Day 3
Ride the 'Paris-Roubaix
Challenge' or free day in Lille
For those of you who chose to
ride the optional ‘Paris-Roubaix
Challenge’, today is the day! It’s
a very early start for the 163km
riders; we transfer from Lille to
Roubaix to catch the 5.30am
bus transfer to your start
location in Busigny. Riders in
the 139km and 70km routes will
be transferred from Lille to the
start in Roubaix for 7am.

Cycling Distance –
approximately 70 miles

The next step is simple – you
ride like you’ve never ridden
before in this spectacular and
unique challenge and have the
time of your life, culminating in
a lap of the Vélodrome of
Roubaix! We will transfer all
riders and bikes back to our
hotel in Lille after the challenge
finish time of 6pm.

For those not participating in
the one day challenge, a day in
Lille is a fantastic alternative!
Make sure you visit The Grand
Place, with its splendid bakeries,
restaurants, cafes and shops.
The square is surrounded by
wonderful architecture, buzzing
with life and street musicians
and the narrow streets of
Vieux-Lille are a treasure trove
of little boutiques and lovely
buildings.
In the evening, a fantastic
celebration meal will be waiting
for everyone to enjoy; relax,
toast your achievements and
relive your ‘best bits’ of this
fabulous three day event!
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The Paris-Roubaix Challenge'
This one day ride covers some of the same cobbled
sections that the professionals face and you can
choose between three distances:
• 163km (approximate distance)
• 139km (approximate distance)
• 70km (approximate distance)

Day 4
Watch the pros!
Today, after a well earned rest,
we transfer to Roubaix where
you get to watch the pros ride
and cheer your favourite riders
as they race along the infamous
paves that you took on yourself!
This is always an exciting race to
watch as Paris-Roubaix remains
one of the most memorable
classics.

Day 5
Eurostar home from Lille
After breakfast, participants
make their own way to the Gare
de Lille to catch the Eurostar
back to the UK, where your
bikes will be waiting for you to
collect from the start venue.
(Please note, this is a complex itinerary
and subject to change)

The ultimate challenge is to ride the 163km from
Busigny to Roubaix on the same course as the pros,
however, the 139km and 70km routes will also give
you plenty of opportunity to get to know the tough
cobblestone sections of this infamous race. In
previous years no less than 4,500 cycling fans
preceded the professionals, so it's set to be an
incredible ride and the atmosphere will be electric!

Your questions answered...
How fit do I need to be?
This cycle ride has been designed to be challenging, but achievable
by anyone as long as you fitness train beforehand. Remember, you
are cycling for 2, or possibly 3, consecutive days, covering
approximately 155 miles with an optional further 106 miles, so
expect to be in the saddle for about 7-8 hrs per day – the fitter you
are, the more you will enjoy this challenge. Cycling training tips can
be found on the Global Adventure Challenges website to put you in
the right direction.
Where will we stay?
We will stay in local hotels en-route, which range from 2* and 3* –
remember, this is a challenge! All accommodation has washing
facilities available. Rooms are normally twin share, but there may be
the use of some triple rooms too.
Do I need specialist kit?
We will supply you with a kit list of what to take once you register to
take part. Each participant will need to bring their own bicycle for
this challenge. Other items of kit will be required, such as cycling
shorts, cycling helmet and cycling gloves – other than this, you do
not need any specialist kit. It is obligatory for each participant to
wear a rigid helmet at all times during day 1, day 2 and the optional
day 3 of the event.
What kind of bike do I need for the Roubaix cobblestones?
A road bike is the most suitable for this challenge, particularly if you
choose to take on the optional Paris-Roubaix Challenge on day 3. It
is not necessary to customise your bike to be able to ride in the
Paris-Roubaix Challenge, but of course there are more risks than
riding on a tarmac road (some participants prefer to use a set of
older wheels for example, or to ride on their secondary bike if they
have one).
NB It is forbidden to participate in the Paris-Roubaix Challenge with a bike
with any element of extension (eg. handlebar ends, tri-bars or time trial
handlebars).

Do I have to carry my own luggage?
No. All luggage will be transported from accommodation to
accommodation by our support vehicles. You will need a small day
pack/bum bag/‘camel bak’ while cycling to carry items such as
camera, sun-screen, energy snacks, etc.
On day 3 for the 163km Paris-Roubaix Challenge, a small bag with
items you don't wish to wear/carry on your bike can be left in
Busigny between 7am and 9am. You can later pick up your bag at
the finish in the Vélodrome Roubaix from 1pm onwards. This is only
possible for the participants on the 163km route.
Travel Insurance
Travel insurance policies taken out via Global Adventure Challenges
do not cover participants on Day 3 while taking part in the optional
'Paris-Roubaix Challenge'. Free accident cover for the optional
'Paris-Roubaix Challenge' is offered by the organiser, as noted in the
“What’s Included” section and an option to upgrade this cover is
available. We strongly recommend that participants take the time to
review any policy being offered either by GAC insurance partners or
the organiser on Day 3 to ensure they are happy with the level of
cover being offered.
What’s not included?
Accommodation the night prior to the start of challenge, breakfast
on day 1, lunch on day 3, dinner on day 4, lunch and dinner on day 5,
alcoholic drinks and tips, bicycle insurance, travel insurance, bicycle
hire – participants should bring their own bike.

Register online today!
www.globaladventurechallenges.com

What’s included?
One way ferry crossing from Dover to Calais, one way Eurostar ticket
from Lille to London, all accommodation with the exception of the
evening prior to the start of the challenge, lunch & dinner on day 1,
breakfast, lunch and dinner on day 2, breakfast and dinner on day 3,
breakfast and packed lunch on day 4, breakfast on day 5, English
speaking guides, transfer of bicycles back to start venue in London,
transfer back to start venue from St Pancras. On day 1 and day 2,
Global Adventure Challenges provide water/refreshment/snack
stops – one in the morning and one in the afternoon, vehicles for
back up and support, route markers, medical support and bike
mechanic (basic spare bike parts will be taken but please note, we
cannot cater for every eventuality, therefore it is vital to ensure that
your bike is in full working order and good condition. You will be
billed for any spare parts used in repairing your bike). For the
Paris-Roubaix Challenge on day 3, the following participation
package is provided:
• Security service throughout the course consisting of signallers
(present at major intersections) and motorcycles
• Free insurance (a helmet is compulsory, participants without a
helmet are not insured)
• Provisions at every checkpoint, including sports drinks, fruit and
snacks
• Timing and video-recording with chip on 3 cobble stone sections
• Technical and medical service
• Massage at the finish area
What sort of back-up is there?
There will be a team of Global Adventure Challenges Event Crew
from the UK, with adequate First Aid cover provided. Full,
comprehensive First Aid kits will be taken and we are never too far
away from hospitals if needed. A support vehicle with mechanic will
follow the group providing support if needed on day 1 and day 2.
What happens if I get tired?
On day 1 and day 2 there will be regular rest stops for drinks and
snacks after approximately every 20 miles of cycling – there is no
problem if you need to take more rest stops. A support vehicle will
be bringing up the rear of the group on the cycle ride ensuring
no-one is left alone – remember though, this challenge is not a race!
How do I go about raising the sponsorship?
Once you have signed up you will receive a fundraising pack from
your chosen charity in order to make your fundraising as easy as
possible. You will also receive a few tips and ideas from Global
Adventure Challenges to help you on your way.
I'm interested... what do I do now?
Places are limited and go on a first come, first served basis so try to
register as soon as you can! You can register online at
www.globaladventurechallenges.com or fill in the enclosed
registration form and post it back to Global Adventure Challenges
along with the registration fee - all payment options and costs are
explained on the enclosed information sheet.
Once your registration is received, Global Adventure Challenges will
write to you sending you further information on what to expect from
this awesome adventure! Your charity will also be in touch with you
to discuss your fundraising.

Ride ‘Paris-Roubaix’ and ride in
the tyretracks of the Pros!

